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There is a remarkable similarity, then, between many
of the superstitions and magical practices of the most diverse
peoples all the world over. But there are great difficulties
in the way of the theory, that this results from the diffusion
all over the world of an archaic culture from one common
centre. For one thing, the earliest variation of the use of a
magic image known to us is palaeolithic ; so at any rate the
art of magic cannot be attached to the theory of the diffusion
of culture from dynastic Egypt. In a cave in Southern France
was found a clay model of a bear, with a real bear's skull
for its head; and its body was gashed on all sides by the
spear-points of the palaeolithic hunters who—can one doubt
it ?—gave themselves confidence and felt that they won
power over the beast by thus enacting its death in ritual
before they went out on its trail. And the same was probably
the purpose of the many and fine cave-paintings of animals,
mammoth and boar and bison, reindeer and salmon, and other
creatures, executed by palaeolithic man in North-Eastern
Spain—works of art whose fellows are now coming to light
over a vast area in Fezzan and even farther afield. Why else
the drawing of the arrows that hang from some mammoths'
shaggy sides, as though giving a superficial but probably
poisonous wound; or, in at least one case, the painting, in
the correct position, of a large red heart ?
The fact is that magic is the natural expression of man's
pre-rational or pre-Hellenic habits of thought: and these
habits of thought represent simply the natural and normal
functioning of the human mind. The logical thought and
scientific methods which seem so natural to us, at least in
our more intellectual and reflective moments, are really
a highly artificial affair; in essentials, an invention of the
Greeks. Reasoning—even in the most rational of us—is a
habit cultivated during education, not an instinctive process
by any means. Our ordinary impulses and reactions and
intuitions function, sometimes with astonishing effectiveness,
on quite other lines.
Inevitably, the primitive human attitude to the world
is what, if systematized into a belief (which, of course, it

